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By using the ItS calculus, a law of the iterated logarithm (LIL) is established for stochastic integrals 
with respect to locally square integrable martingales. Let M = (M,, t ~0) be a d-dimensional locally 
square integrable martingale, E = (8,) b e a d-dimensional predictable process and X= BT. M. If 
lim,,,(X), = a, as., ]B,I’ =0((X)!), p < 1 and there exists a majorant measure for the Levy system of 
M, then 
P 
( 
lim sup 
X, 
I-= &Z(X), log Jog((X), VeJ 
=I =I. 
1 
As an application of this LIL, a LIL for the quadratic form of i.i.d. random variables is given. In 
particular, let {c,,, n 2 1) be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables with Ef,, = 0, Et:, = a* > Oand E,$t = p4 < 
co. If 
Then for all A t (0, n], 
P limsup 
( 
&r(F,,(h) -hu2/lr) 2u%h+ (CLJ -3u’)A’ 
= 
II-U J2loglogn r’___)=l n 
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1. Introduction 
Let (a, 9, F = (9,) ,aO, P) be a filtered probability space, M = (M, = {MI, 1 s i G 
d}),zo be a d-dimensional locally square integrable martingale and ((M’, M’)) ,S,jGd 
be the matrix of predictable quadratic covariation of M. If B = (B,) is a d-dimensional 
predictable process and I.BT d(M)B is locally integrable, then 
X= BT.M (1.1) 
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is a locally square integrable martingale, where the superscript T is the transposition 
of a vector or matrix. In this paper we shall discuss the conditions to guarantee a 
law of the iterated logarithm for X. This problem is important for the asymptotic 
property of estimators in the regression model and other statistical problems. 
On the law of the iterated logarithm (LIL) for locally square integrable martingales 
with continuous parameters, Levy gave the law of the iterated logarithm for Brownian 
motion. From this result and using the time change it is easy to get that if X is a 
continuous local martingale, then 
P lim sup 
( 
IX,1 
,-a0 JZ(X), log log((X),) = 1 > = l. 
(1.2) 
Lepingle [4] proved the LIL for a locally square integrable martingale with bounded 
jumps, i.e., if X is a locally square integrable martingale and there is a constant k 
such that 
IAX\ s k a.s. (1.3) 
then (1.2) holds. Xu [7] improved the above result and proved the following theorem: 
Theorem A. Let X = (X,),zO be a locally square integrable martingale, (X) be the 
predictable quadratic variation of X and 
lim(X), = cc a.s. 
r-u- 
If the jump AX of X satis$es 
where K, is a predictable process with lim,,, K, = 0 a.s., then (1.2) holds. 0 
Based on the above results, we will use the stochastic calculus of semimartingales 
to give the sufficient conditions of (1.2) for X in (1.1). As an example of our results, 
we can deduce the Hartman-Wintner’s LIL (see [l]) and its counterpart of con- 
tinuous parameter LIL for processes with homogeneous independent increments. 
In the last section, we will use our results to the time series analysis and give a 
LIL for the quadratic form of i.i.d. random variables. In particular, a LIL for the 
estimators of spectral function of white noise is deduced. 
2. Main results 
In this paper we will use the usual notations and symbols in stochastic calculus of 
semimartingales according Jacod [2,3], unless stated otherwise. 
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Suppose that M=((Mi, lsisd), tz0) is a d-dimensional locally square 
integrable martingale and its integral representation is 
M=MC+x*(p--), 
where MC is the continuous local martingale part, p is the jump measure of M and 
v is the dual predictable projection of p with 
J 
XV({ t}, dx) = 0 a.s. 
RLi 
Let (M’, M’) be the predictable quadratic covariation of M’ and M’, (M’) = 
(M’, M’). If we take C=~~_, (M’), then d(M’, M’)<dC and 
V(W, dt, dx) = N,(w, dx) dC,, 
where N,( w, dx) is a transition u-finite measure from (a X R”, ,9) to (R, 93’) with 
~x12N,(w,dx)~l a.s. VtER,. 
Write 
For a d-dimensional predictable process B = (B,), if ( BTmB) .C is locally integrable, 
then B is called locally square integrable with respect to (M). In this case, we may 
define a stochastic integrable BT. M of B with respect to M and 
X=BT.M 
is a locally square integrable martingale. X also has the following integral rep- 
resentation: 
where Xc is the continuous local martingale part of X, ~~ is the jump measure of 
X and vx is the dual predictable projection. Then 
(X) = BTmB. C, (2.1) 
f(x)~“(ds, dx) = 
Is 
f( B:x) 4ds, dx) 
[O,,]XR” 
f(Bfx)N,(dx) dG. (2.2) 
Definition. For a family of a-finite measures (F,, t E I) on lRd, if there exists a 
constant k and a a-finite measure F such that 
F,({x: IxIza})skF({x: IxIa})<oo Va>O,teZ, 
then we say it that there exists a majorant measure F for (F,, t E I) and denote it 
by (F,)< F. 
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Suppose that for some 0 < 6 < 2 (F,, t E I) satisfies 
2+*V 1x1 ‘-‘F,(dx) <C<m Vt~l. 
If we take F satisfying 
F({x: 1x12 aI) = a2+6 ;u2_h Va>O, 
then (F,) i F. 
In this paper the basic assumption on M is as follows. 
Assumption A. (i) For the local square integrable martingale M = (M’, 1 s is d) 
there exists a predictable increasing process C = (C,) such that Cy=, (M’) < C and 
y(dr, dx) = N,(w, dx) dC,, 
(2.3) 
where 1, L are finite positive random variables, I is a d x d unit matrix and matrix 
A s B means that B - A is a non-negative matrix. 
(ii) There exists a majorant random measure N(w, dx) for N, such that 
N,(w,[IxI>a])~kN(w,[Ixl>a]) Va>O, Vt>O, a.s. 
and 
Ix12N(w, dx) <co as. (2.4) 
If M is a one dimensional locally square integrable martingale, then taking 
C, = (M),, Assumption A(i) is always satisfied. 
If M is a process with homogeneous independent increments with EIM,]‘<a, 
then C, = (m), = tEM: and N, is deterministic and is independent of f, thus Assump- 
tion A is satisfied. 
If (&, 9,) is a sequence of martingale difference r.v. (i.e., Vn, E[ [,, ] YI,_ ,] = 0) with 
E[,$z ]S,,P,] = 1 and 
Suppose that F,, is the conditional distribution of & with respect to 9”_, and there 
exists a majorant distribution F for (F,), i.e., 
P(ltnl>xI sn--l)s k 
I 
F(dy) and x2F(dx) < 00, 
IYI’X 
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or 
then M satisfies Assumption A. 
For a stochastic process G = (G,) and an increasing process A = (A,), we write 
G, = o(A,) if 
)iz?=O and G,(w)sL(o)A,(w) Vt>O a.s., 
- t 
(2.5) 
where L(w) is a finite random variable. We also write G, - Z-I, if 
O<l(w)i-~~L(w)im Vt>O a.s. 
f 
(2.6) 
Since we discuss the asymptotic properties of processes as I+OO, we may replace 
Vt > 0 in (2.5) and (2.6) by Vt 3 T for some stopping time T, all the following 
arguments and conclusions are still valid. 
The main result of this paper is as follows. 
Theorem 1. Let M be a d-dimensional locally square integrable martingale satisfying 
Assumption A, a d-dimensional predictable process B be locally square integrable with 
respect to (M) and 
X=BT.M. 
If 
lim (X), = Co U.S., 
1-r 
Then 
lB,(‘= 0((X)!) for some p E (0,l). 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
P ( lim sup X, =1 =1> f-r 42(X), LLgM 1 (2.9) 
where LLg x = log( log( er v x)) 
Corollary 1. In the above theorem instead of (2.8), iffor some y E [0, OO), B satisjies 
IB,I’- C:, (2.10) 
them (2.9) holds. 
Corollary 2. Let X = (X,),=* be a process with homogeneous independent increments 
with EX: < 00 and EX, = 0, then 
x 
liY-!!:p v?i&T =hFf a.s. (2.11) 
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Corollary 3. Let M be a process with homogeneous independent increments. If predict- 
able process B satisfies 1 B, I- ctY (or 1 B,I - ctYlog’(tve),6>O),y>0,andX=B~M, 
then (2.9) holds. 
Corollary 4. Let (&, s,, ) ,,=, be a sequence of martingale diflerence r.v. (in particular, 
(&,) be a sequence of i.i.d random variables) with E[ (21 %,,_,I = CT: and s; = CT=, a:. 
Suppose F,, is the conditional distribution of&,/u,, (by convention O/O = 0) with respect 
to s+, and there exists a majorant for (F,,, n 2 1) or 
sup mt~12+81~~-J 
2f6 ccc a.s. 
n o, 
(2.12) 
lim s’, = co a.s. 
n-oc 
and 
aZ,=o($), /3<1 (or+cnYoroZ,-cnYlog’n,y,8>0). (2.13) 
Then 
P 
( 
lim sup 
CT= 1 5j 
=l =l. 
n-‘x J2s; LLg s: > 
(2.14) 
The Hartman-Wintner’s LIL [l] is a particular case of above corollary. The case 
of weighted sum of independent random variables discussed by Teicher in [6] is 
also related to Corollary 4, here condition (2.13) is similar to that in [6]. 
3. The proofs of the theorem and corollaries 
Lemma 3.1. If (F,) -C N and f is a nondecreasing function with f(0) = 0, then 
Vt. (3.1) 
Proof. Using Fubini’s theorem we have 
I(lyl’ z) df(z)F,(dy) 
= k 
where I(A) (or 1, in the sequal) denotes the indicator of set A. q 
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Put 
b(t) = I&l, K(f) = K = IB,Il(X)?“, 
e(t) = K(fh’W),lLLg(x), =JIB(f)12(x):~PILLg(x),, 
cp(t) = (2(X), Qom”2. 
Then from (2.7) and (2.8) we have 
K E P’, K(t) =0(l), 
E(f) 
b(f) 
as t+oo. 
From (2.1) and (2.3) we have 
/(w)lB12. c G(X) = (BTmB) . c s L(w)lB12. c. 
Proposition 3.2. If Assumption A and (2.8) hold, CY E (1, 2), then 
a dC, s L(w)jxl’-“, 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
where L(o) is a Jinite random variable and 
Proof. For u E A from (3.4) we get 
i 
u 
s L(w) wP(a-2”2 o tfx), L;gfX),ja,2 dW)s (from (2.8)) 
I 
(X),, 
s L(W) f(a/2P1)-a/2(LLg t)-“/2 dt 
0 
< L(W)(X)P(~~12~l)-U/2+I 
u wwnr’2 
i L(,)(X);~a’(‘-“‘2’(LLg(X),)-(‘~a’21 (by (Y > 1) 
G L.(w)IxJ2-” (by (3.3) and MEA), 
where L(w) is a finite random variable, but in different expressions it may be 
different. Therefore (3.5) holds. 0 
Proposition 3.3. If Assumption A and (3.5) hold for some cr E (1,2), then 
(3.6) 
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Proof. Noting (2.2) we have 
s R’, IXIO’ 
J J 
b"(s) 
- dC, N(dx) 
{c:~.xlBr(r)/h(.%)) cp”(s) 
(by (NT) < N) 
6 L(w) J Iw,, Ix12N(dx) <co (by (3.5)). Cl 
Proposition 3.4. Let 
2 = (XZ[,X,>E(,),) * bX - ux ). 
Zf (3.6) holds for a E (1,2), then 
lim 
-5 
-=0 a.s. 
‘-Oc‘ v(t) 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
Proof. Write 
2 = (X&l>?(,),) * bX - vX) 
= (X~[lxl>F(r~“~(c)l )*bX - vx)+(xII,(,)<,,,~~(l,I)*(~x -v”) 
=v+w 
Since a>l, 
(3.9) 
Hence 
( I4 - h+4)vo(,), *d <a. v(t) > 
By the Kronecker lemma (cf. [Sj) from (3.10) and (3.11) we have 
lim - l (Xl~,,,>.(.).a(.),)*y;Y 
‘-+Oz cp(t) [ 1 = 0 a.s., 
lim -!- (~~,ixIzE~.~V~,.~l) * j.C =0 as. 
t-u dt> [ 1 
and 
lim JL = 
f--t== dt)
lim L [ (xl 
1-r cp(t) [Ixl’c~.~“cp~-hl) */-&I 
- lim ,_~~[(XZ,,~,>~,l,,~.~~)* v,l=O as. 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
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Meanwhile, 
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Hence (l/p). W is a square integrable martingale and also by the Kronecker lemma 
we have 
W 
’ -=0 a.s. 
fE cp( t) 
(3.13) 
Now (3.8) comes from (3.9), (3.12) and (3.13). 0 
Proposition 3.5. Let 
y= xc+(xl~,x,~~(‘),)*(~x - v”). 
Then 
p limo,=1 ( ‘-= w, > ~1, 
( y, P limsup-= 1 =l. I-G? cp(r) > 
Proof. By the definition of Y we have 
(Y) =(Xc)+(lx12z~,.~,~-F~,,,)* vx -1 (A[(x&,o,,)* ~“I)‘~W), 
where C Z denotes the summation process of a thin process Z. Meanwhile, 
OS(X)-(Y) 
G2 j-;hL(s) In,,,*I( ,x,> 2) N(dx)C(ds) (by (2.2)) 
<2L(w) j-,1<, 1x1*1( 1x1 > $j N(dx) d(x), (by (3.4)). 
Now by (2.4) and (3.3) we have 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
Therefore (3.15) holds. 
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From (3.14) it is easy to know that Y is a locally square integrable martingale and 
IA YI s 2s( t) = 2K( t)J(X),/LLg(X), . 
Hence by Theorem A we have 
P limsup ( Y, -1 =l. ,-a3 J2( Y), LLg( Y), - > (3.17) 
Now (3.16) follows from (3.17) and (3.15). 0 
Proof of Theorem 1. Since 
x= y+z, 
x YZ 
-_=-+-_. 
cp cp cp 
Now from Proposition 3.4 and Proposition 3.5 we get (2.9) immediately. 0 
Proof of Corollary 1. From (3.4), (2.6) and the assumption on B we have 
(X), 2 I(w)b2. c, > l’(w)c:+‘. 
Hence 
b*(t)< L(w)C;G L’(w)(X):“~+? 
Since y/y+ 1) < 1, therefore (2.7) and (2.8) are true and (2.9) holds. 0 
Proof of Corollary 2. Let M = X, b = 1, then 
C, = (M), = (X), = tEX:, v(dt, dx) = F(dx) dt, 
where F is a u-finite measure on R. 
Assumption A is satisfied. While it is 
(2.9) we have (2.11). 0 
Since EX: < co, therefore j x2F(dx) < cc and 
clear that (2.7) and (2.8) are true, hence from 
Proof of Corollary 3. In this case Assumption A is true and 
(M), = tEM:, 
(X), = b’+(M), - ct”+’ (or -ctY+’ log?). 
Hence (2.7) and (2.8) are also true and (2.9) holds. 0 
Proof of Corollary 4. Let 
M,= y 6, B,=J&, 
111 
X, = 1 .$,, = (B. M),. 
n=l g, n=, 
Now M is a locally square integrable purely-discontinuous martingale and 
C, =(M), = [tl, Go, = $1, 
ddt, dx) = If &,)(dt)E(dx), 
n=, 
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where 6,,, is a unit measure concentrated on a. Since (2.12) or the assumption on 
(F,,) guarantees the existence of a majorant for (F,), hence Assumption A is true. 
Similar to Corollary 1-3, it is easy to verify that each case of (2.13) guarantees (2.7) 
and (2.8). Then (2.14) follows from (2.9). 0 
4. A LIL for quadratic forms of i.i.d. r.v.‘s 
As an application of Theorem 1, we deduce a LIL for a quadratic form of i.i.d. 
random variables. 
In this section we only deal with processes with integer index, i.e., stochastic 
sequences. 
Theorem 2. Let {&, n 2 l} be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables with 
Et,, = 0, E(2,=a*>O, ES”, =pu,<CfJ, 
{a,, n =O, +l, *2,. . . } be a sequence with a-, = a,, and 
Y, = C ak-jl,,5k. 
IS j,kSn 
It for some 8 > 0, 
then 
Y, - EY,, 
J2n LLg n = 
2 ; a;cr2+a;(p4-3a4) 
,=-s 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
Then (8,) ,$ _, is F-predictable, (M,, S,,) is a 2-dimensional martingale with predict- 
able quadratic variation matrix 
(CM’, M~),,)I,~.~~~ =n Ly ( 7 p4pu4 1 
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where p, = Et', and 
x,, = (B* M), = 2 j, ffk’tk + a0 kc, (6: -a2) 
= Y,, -na,,a*= Y,, -EY,,. (4.4) 
Now we want to verify that the assumptions of Theorem 1 hold. First of all, since 
a* > 0, hence 
CT2 I4 >o 
/-h p4-ff4 . 
If we take C,, = n, then M = (M,,) satisfies Assumption A. 
Secondly, by direct calculating we have 
(x), = i [4a2ka2+4~~a,cuk+a~(~4-a4)], 
k=l 
IB,j*=4Lr:+a;. 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
Now we want to prove the following equalities: 
hm ’ i (Yk =O a.%, 
n+m n kc1 
(4.7) 
lim 1 i IX’, = F ufu* a.s. (4.8) 
n+a? n k=l j=l 
To this end, no loss generality, we suppose (&,, n 2 1) may be extended to a sequence 
(&, n =O, +l, *2,. . .) of i.i.d. random variables (it is always possible if we enlarge 
the probability space). Put 
then {(Yk, k = 0, *l, *2,. . . } is a strictly stationary ergodic sequence. Hence by 
ergodic theorem we get 
On the other hand, due to (4.2) we have 
E(a, - ,,)2=E(jiX ak-j&)‘= i a,y=O(kp2’). 
Hence 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
c Eja -c& k <aI, 
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and 
Therefore by the Kronecker lemma we get 
limL i (cr,-&)=O, limL i (nz-LuZ,)=O as. (4.11) 
n-?c- n k=, n+c= n k=, 
Combining (4.9)-(4.11) we get (4.7) and (4.8). Now from (4.7), (4.8) and (4.5) we 
have 
,im (WII -=4 f aTf14+ai( p4 -a”) 
n-cl- n ;=1 
=2 f a,“(r4+ai(kq-3u4) as. (4.12) 
j=-m 
Hence (2.7) holds. 
At last, from (4.8) we have 
(Y, = o(J;;) =0((x):“). 
Thus (2.8) is also true. Therefore by 
(2.9). q 
Theorem 3 (You [8]). Let {&, II 2 1) 
E& = 0, Eez,=u’>O, 
If 
(4.4) and (4.12) the assertion comes from 
be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables with 
E&=p4<03. 
then for all h E (0, ~1, 
p limsupi;;(F.‘(A)-h~2/~~~J2u471A+(~4-3u4)h2 ( m 1 . =1 (4.13) n-cc 7r 
Proof. Set 
A/q, n =o, 
a, = 
sin(nA)/(nn), n f 0. 
Then (a,) satisfies (4.2) and 
EY, = nag2 = “” u2, 
rr 
Y,, - EY,, 
J2nLLgn 
= h&‘,,(A) - A~~l71.1 
JLLsn 
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Using the following well-known equality, 
(4.13) comes from (4.3). 0 
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